The speed control of DC motors with Support Vector Machine

Abstract: In recent years, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been commonly used as both classifier and control due to its advantages, which are sharp distinction surface detection and high accuracy, in the literature. In this study, the speed control of Direct Current (dc) motor system, which has variable parameters for resistance, is performed by using SVM controller. For this reason, the dc motor speed control performance of designed SVM controller is compared with the linear PI controller’s. As shown from results, the dc motor speed control performance of designed SVM controller is very high. While the dc motor speed control performance of linear PI controller is degradation, the SVM controller’s is robust versus to changes of controller parameter values.
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1. Introduction

Direct current (dc) motors are very widely used in industry as the action elements. Today, the various control methods are used to improve the efficiency of direct current motor speed and position. Because, they provide the advantages of intelligent systems such as fuzzy logic, neural network and support vector machine (SVM) [1, 2]. There are many methods for dc motor speed control. In this study, the SVM controller is used due to its learning and generalization ability [3, 4]. The obtained dc motor speed control performance of SVM controller is robust versus to changes of parameter values, which are controller gain K and controller zero a, opposit to linear PI controller’s. The selected nominal parameter values are used for the PI linear controller in this study.

2. DC Motors

The direct current motors are basically converter to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy [5, 6]. In general, a direct current motor has the magnetic flux created by permanent magnets or windings. Permanent magnet dc motors are used in the control system area. The dc motor used in this simulation studies is permanent magnet type. This closed loop DC motor control system has very fast electrical dynamics [7]. Therefore, the motor electrical dynamics in this simulation studies are neglected. Only the mechanical dynamics are discussed. Accordingly, Equation 1 refers to the relationship between dc motor with an angular velocity and torque;

\[ T_a(t) = J \frac{d\omega_a(t)}{dt} + B\omega_a(t) \]

The Laplace transform of Eq.(1) can be given as below [6]:

\[ \frac{w_a(s)}{T_a(s)} = \frac{1}{Js + B} \]

are obtained. The J motor inertia and viscous friction coefficient, B as a DC motor transfer function,

\[ G(s) = \frac{1}{Js + B} \]

The Eq.(3) can be written as below:

\[ G(s) = \frac{K}{s + a} \]

In this simulation studies, this Eq.(4) is used for dc motor system model.

3. The Basic Structure of SVM

In literature, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for two aim, which are classification and regression. The classification problems can include two classes or more than it [8]. The Support Vector Machines can separate a single class from all remaining classes [8], [9]. Many Support Vector Machines separate a pair of classes [10], [11].

The Support Vector Machines are used for classification task of only two-class problems. In Support Vector Machine, a separating hyperplane is used [8]. This hyperplane of Support Vector Machine is obtained by calculating the maximum distance to the closest data points of the training set.

These closest data points of the training set are named as Support Vectors. The data points of the training set may be linearly separated into the input space. These data points of the training set can be transformed to a High Dimensional Space by using a nonlinear transformation in this status. At the same time, The High Dimensional Space is named feature space. The variable kernel functions such as polynomial, sigmoid, linear, Gaussian radial basis function (RBF), spline, b spline etc. are used for realizing the nonlinear transformations. The all kernel functions must be suitable for Mercer condition [12-16]. A kernel function K(e(\(\cdot\)) can be given as below:

\[ K(e(x, x')) = \langle c(x), c(x') \rangle \]

In here, c(x) is a mapping from low dimension input space to a High Dimensional Space, x is each of input data points of the training set. The decision function of a Support Vector Machine can be shown in below:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} a_i y_i K(e(x, x_i)) + b_i \]

Here, L is the number of data points of the training set. The a_i is Langrangian multiplier and may be calculated by solving a quadratic programming problem with linear constraints [8], [16]. The y are the target values, y_i ∈ [-1,1] is the class label of training point x_i. The value of a_i is nonzero only for Support Vectors. The Support Vector Machine is used to estimate an optimal hyperplane. This optimal hyperplane true classifiers input data points of the training set by dividing to two class. These are negative and positive [18]. This state is given in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. A separate hyperplane.

Here, \( x_i \) is training data point, \( w \) is weight, \( b \) is bias vectors respectively. The optimum margin is the distance from the separating hyperplane to closest point for both triangle and square classes of data points. This optimum margin can be shown in Fig.1. \([18],[19]\). Moreover, this optimum margin is optimum hyperplane. The maximizing of margin formulation can be given as below:

\[
M \arg \max = \frac{2}{||w||}
\]

All training data points are member of that class. They have to confirm the condition of \( wx_i + b > \theta \). The \( y_i \) outputs are set of labeled \( x_i \) input data points. When \( y_i \) is 1, the \( x_i \) input training data point is member of that class. If \( y_i \) is -1, the input training data point is not member of that class. It can be given as below:

\[
w x_i + b \geq 1, \quad \forall y_i = 1
\]

\[
w x_i + b \leq -1, \quad \forall y_i = -1
\]

Moreover, the Support Vector Machine can be used for regression. More information about it found in \([20-23]\).

4. Structure of PI Controller

A linear PI controller consists of proportional and integral part of the recipient. PI controller is usually a permanent condition of the control system is used to minimize errors. Choose a location is suitable for zero damping, but also reduce errors \([5]\). A PI controller in continuous-time transfers in general function can be expressed as Eq(9):

\[
G_c(s) = K_p + \frac{K_i}{s}
\]

where \( K_p \) is the proportional gain and \( K_i \) is the integral gain. If \( K_p = K \) and \( K_i/K_p = a \), then it can be written as below:

\[
G_c(s) = \frac{K}{s}(s + a)
\]

Here, \( K \) is controller gain and \( a \) is the controller zero. In discrete-time, transfer function of a PI controller is expressed in Eq(11):

\[
G_c(z) = \frac{K(z - a)}{z - 1}
\]

At Eq(11), \( K \) is discrete-time controller gain, \( a \) is the discrete-time controller zero. The Linear PI controller used in simulation studies designed for robustness versus to changes of parameter values, which are controller gain \( K \) and controller zero \( a \). These robust parameters are used to control of a DC motor system with PI controller. The discrete time transfer function of this PI controller is also given in Eq(12). The values of \( K \) (integral gain) and \( K_p \) (proportional gain) of PI controller used in these simulation studies are taken as 0.0045 and \( 4.5 \times 10^{-4} \) respectively. These values are kept constant throughout the simulation studies.

\[
G_c(z) = \frac{0.0045(z - 0.1)}{z - 1}
\]

Linear PI controller is chosen for the nominal parameters of the system response. These are not exceeded. Moreover, the rise and settling time obtained by the SVM controller system can be considered to be the best values.

5. DC motor control using SVM Controller

In Fig. 2.a and Fig. 2.b, the SVM inverse modeling and control blocks are given respectively. In these simulation studies, mentioned blocks are used for SVM control of dc motor.

![Fig. 2.(a) The SVM inverse modeling block and (b) control block used in this study.](image)

Fig. 3. K = 100 and \( a = 2 \) nominal parameter values are used in the SVM controller and PI controller for the system response. Then, SVM generalization process is realized by using the inverse modeling block given in Fig. 2.b. The obtained control results for the nominal values of system parameters \( K = I/J = 100 \) and \( a = B/J = 2 \) (\( I = 0.01 \text{ kgm}^2 \) and \( B = 0.02 \text{ Nms/rad} \)) are shown in Fig. 3. Besides, \( +/ - 15 \) values of the saturation function are used for limiting the outputs of all controllers in the simulation study.

![Fig. 3.](image)
When, the zero of controller \((a)\) is constant value, response of the PI is not distorted as long as the value of \(K\) decreases in from 100 to 55. Because, the system response of PI slows down as the gain \((K)\) is decreased. Therefore, the system response of SVM fixes as the gain \((K)\) is decreased.

As shown in Figure 4, the system response of SVM controller is better than the system response of PI controller for values of \(K\) is 100 and value of \(a\) is 0.4.

As shown in Figure 5, the system response of SVM controller is better than the system response of PI controller for values of \(K\) is 100 and a is 0.4.

6. Results and discussion

This work is performed in order to create a foundation of future applications in computer simulation in this area. In these simulation studies, a dc motor system is handled. The PI controller and SVM controller are applied to this dc motor system for speed control by changing the values of controller parameters \(K = 1/J\) and \(a = B/J\) within definite limits respectively.

The dc motor speed control performance of designed SVM controller is compared with the linear PI controller’s. As shown from results, the dc motor speed control performance of designed SVM controller is very high (Figs. 3-5). While the dc motor speed control performance of linear PI controller is degredation, the SVM controller’s is robust versus to changes of controller parameter values. So, control performance of designed SVM controller is better than linear PI controller’s. Nevertheless, the rise and settling time obtained by the SVM controller system can be considered to be the best values.
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